Jail and Jail Alternatives Meeting
Winona County Criminal Justice Coordinating Council
July 22, 2014
Noon at Kensington Banquet Room
Present: Erin Stephens, Kalene Engel, Justin Green, Steve Buswell, Jerry Obieglo, Judy Gilow, Barbara Huning, Karen
Moore and Ron Ganrude
 Call to order: 12:02 p.m.
 Approval of Minutes from June Meeting: Approved without changes.
 CARE Update: Kalene distributed copies of Tom Weber’s Executive Summary of his CARE Grant Evaluation
Report as well as the recidivism statistics from the recently submitted OJP Progress Report (see attached). Both
reports show that the CARE Program has been effective in reducing recidivism and has met its program goal of a
50% reduction in recidivism. What remains to be seen is whether the County Board will continue to fund the
program once the grant funds expire, which will be in early August. The Committee suggested that the County
Board be provided with copies of the reports. Kalene will follow up with management to determine the best way
to transmit the information.
 Healthcare Coverage for Incarcerated Individuals: Under the Affordable Healthcare Act, many more
individuals are financially eligible for healthcare than ever before, including inmates. The committee reviewed a
summary of federal and state law. The summary shows a discrepancy between the federal law which classifies
incarceration as time in jail/prison served pursuant to a sentence and state DHS rules which stated that inmates
who reside in correctional facilities are not eligible. Since Winona traditionally has a large jail population of
unsentenced individuals, it becomes important to clarify whether the state or federal definition should apply.
Karen Moore explained that Minnesota Care coverage continues for an inmate, as long as they are paying, until
their next review. On the other hand, Medical Assistance is supposed to end on the day they become incarcerated.
Initially, there was confusion as to whether inmates should apply through the healthcare exchange or through the
county—now it is clear that they can submit an application directly to the County. Applications can be submitted
within 45 days of the inmate’s anticipated date of release; however, it is not always clear what the release date
will be, as some inmates receive a sentence for time served, which means they are released on the day of
sentencing. If an individual has been in jail for less than 12 months, there is an abbreviated MA application form.
Inmates can make an appointment to come directly to the County Office Building upon release and sign up for
MA, as they do offer walk-in services. Steve Buswell noted that not all inmates are receptive to completing
paperwork for health insurance. Justin Green noted that other states encountered similar problems and addressed
those through legislation (i.e. authorizing the jail to complete the paperwork on behalf of the inmate). The issue
of insurance coverage is significant because, in general, the jail (County) is responsible for medical costs of
inmates which are not paid by insurance. Barbara Huning stated that she thought there was a 30 day grace period
after initial incarceration where the inmate was still on Medical Assistance, if the inmate was covered by Medical
Assistance prior to arrest. If true, that would allow time for Diagnostic Assessments and some services to be put
in place. Karen Moore will check with the state to see if the definition of “incarceration” has been revised to
exclude inmates that have not yet been convicted. Steve Buswell will circulate an e-mail to the Minnesota
Sheriff’s Association group to find out how other jails are interpreting/handling the eligibility questions. Barbara
Huning will check on the 30-day grace period eligibility.
 Transitional Housing: Kalene and Justin have been in contact with the Minnesota Housing Finance Agency
which is conducting housing forums throughout the state to gather information about housing challenges. In lieu
of attending the next meeting which is in Dakota County, Justin would like to send a revised version of the “white
paper” that the committee prepared for the Legislative Outreach Conference in January. He distributed a copy of
the white paper with revisions and asked that all suggested revisions be sent to him by noon on July 23rd. MHFA
representatives noted that the state was “rethinking” Group Residential Housing and suggested that we get in
touch with Kristin Davis from that department.
 Next Meeting: August 26, 2014 at noon at the Kensington.
Adjourned: 1:05 p.m.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
End of Grant Funded Evaluation Report
The Winona County Community Assessment and Reintegration Program (CARE) is an inmate reentry program that has as a target population, adult Winona County residents that are returning to
Winona County after a period of incarceration in a state prison or more likely, the Winona County Jail.
The program was designed to serve clients that originated from the Winona area and would return to
the Winona area once their period of incarceration was complete.
Nationwide, approximately 85-95% of incarcerated persons are released back into communities they
originate from and identify as their home. Evidenced Based Practices (EBP) suggest that inmate
populations will have a stronger probability of successful community reintegration and pro-social,
crime-free living, if many of their upfront needs are minimized or addressed, and if their risk factors
are mitigated or managed in such a manner that criminal behavior becomes less probable after their
release from custody. CARE engages in EBP to both meet client needs and to build off those needs
being met to reduce the frequency or severity of the criminogenic factors impacting individual future
behavior. Essentially, the CARE mission focus is on individual rehabilitation and successful reduction
of recidivism, (which is the rate of individual re-offense.)
Since 2009, by a combination of federal and some state pass through dollars, CARE has been
continuously financially supported through grant funding provided by the Minnesota Office of Justice
Programs, under the following awards:
1.

2010-JAGR-00234 (changed to JAGR-2010-WINONACO-01698 when amended)
• Original Grant term of 10/1/09 to 9/30/11, with the end date extended to 4/30/12.
• Award amount: $386,210

2.

A-JAG-2011-WINONACO-00027
• Original Grant term of 3/1/12 to 2/28/14 later extended to 6/30/14 when Winona secured
an additional $100,000; then extended to 9/30/14 along with an OJP grant budget
amendment to allocate funds to different line items.
• Award amount: $137,210 plus $100,000
• It is with these funds that CARE continues to operate at the time of this report.

Total grant funding over almost 5 years will be $623,420, averaging about $124,684 yearly. While
there was certainly in-kind support provided by Winona County resources to pilot the program, there
were no funds dedicated through the Winona County budget directly allocated to support CARE.
A grant application seeking $299,990 in funding over a two year period (10/1/14 to 9/30/16) was
submitted to the Minnesota Office of Justice Programs in early June of 2014. Awards are expected to
be announced in September, 2014.
CARE was designed as a post-conviction program with the belief the program would serve a
relatively small number of voluntary individuals. There would be no “court order” to participate in
CARE. Those clients served would likely be white males between 18 and 40 years old, experiencing
difficulties with housing, finding employment, increasing educational levels, or battling the
ramifications caused by substance abuse or mental illness. It was expected that CARE participants
will have high needs and moderate to high risk factors. To confirm the risk and needs and the impact
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of program involvement on CARE clients over time, a Level Of Service Inventory-Revised
Assessment Instrument (LSI-R) was used at time of intake and discharge on each client.
The LSI-R is a validated
tool that is often times used
as part of the screening
and assessment process
for EBP. The assessment
scoring for each client
assists in establishing the
individual case plan. At the
time of intake to CARE,
116 of the 144 clients
scored in the Medium High
to Maximum Risk and
Needs range. The higher
the score, the greater the
risk to re-offend. This
objective LSI-R instrument
illustrates
the
clients
entering
CARE
are
consistently the higher risk
and needs clients at intake.
Outcome Data:
Winona County Jail Bed Days: Since the inception of CARE in 2009, there have been 6926 bookings
in the Winona Jail. Among those booked, all convicted individuals 1 would have received a CARE
program screening facilitated by jail staff. The jail staff referred 383 individuals to CARE for more
comprehensive screening and assessment. From these, 234 inmates did not pass the program
enrollment criteria or showed no interest in participating in CARE. The remaining numbers of those
screened were either successful graduates, current clients, or unsuccessfully discharged and
terminated from CARE. The far greatest number of unsuccessful discharged clients was a result of
the client voluntarily removing themselves from the program before the CARE staff felt all of the client
case plan needs had been met or satisfied. Despite that, the population of “unsuccessfully
discharged or terminated” did typically receive some levels of service from CARE, thereby having
some levels of individual need and risk addressed through their program participation.
Out-of-County Housing: When the Winona Jail population exceeds operational capacity, the Winona
Sheriff Office sends inmates to be incarcerated (or housed) in the nearby counties of Wabasha and
Goodhue, with the current daily costs from each county at $50 per day for the provided jail bed
service. CARE began operations on October 1, 2009. During the four year period prior to CARE (1001-05 to 9-30-09), Winona County spent $940,060 in housing inmates out-of-county. In the four year
period of time since CARE began (10-01-09 to 9-30-13), Winona County has incurred $691,267 in
housing inmates out-of-county. From 10-1-13 to 6-30-2014, the county paid an additional $141,905 in
inmate housing costs. Overall, in a four year period of time Pre-CARE versus Post-CARE, there has
been a net reduction of $248,793 in out-of-county inmate housing expenses.

1

Historically, non-sentenced individuals have consumed approximately 75% of the total jail bed days consumed in the
Winona County Jail. Only inmates committed after an offense conviction are eligible for CARE.
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JBD served
Number Total
during Preof CARE JBD Pre- CARE Time
clients
CARE
Limits

Successful Graduates
Current Clients
Unsuccessful Terminated Clients
Totals

44
40
60
144

19412
17103
13515
50030

12231
4432
13392
30055

Total JBD
served PostCARE
Enrollment

Minimum Net
JBD saved,
within time
limits
examined

3874
2604
11064
17542

8357
1828
2328
12513

JBD=Jail Bed Days. Each day an inmate serves incarcerated is considered a "Consumed Jail Bed Day."
Total JBD Pre-CARE is lifetime number of Jail Bed Days a CARE Client served before enrolling in CARE.
JBD served during Pre-CARE Time limit is an equal number of days Pre-CARE based upon the number of
days per individual client had in Post-CARE enrollment: i.e. If 200 days have elapsed since an individual
Client enrolled in CARE, then the time limit imposed for study of the JBD Pre-CARE for that individual
was limited to 200 days as well. Each client was calculated which resulted in varied time limits in an
attempt to bring consistency to the method and the time period examined.
Total JBD served Post-CARE Enrollment is the amount of jail bed days served by the CARE Client after
their enrollment date in CARE.
Minimum Total Jail Bed Days Saved (12513) multiplied by Average Daily Cost for Housing Inmates Out-ofCounty ($50 per day) = $625,650 Cost Avoidance attributed to CARE
Minimum Net Total Jail Bed Days Saved (12513) divided by 365 divided by 4.5 years of CARE Service =
A reduction of 7.61 Average Daily Population Impact on Winona County Jail over term of program
This table indicates there is a Cost Avoidance 2 to housing inmates of approximately $625,650 over 4.5 years. It
could be argued that without CARE, Winona County could have spent an additional $625,650 during the 4.5
years of its operation for housing inmates. The example does offer a baseline of cost and benefit analysis for the
approximate amount of money spent on the program ($623,420) compared to the Cost Avoidance for the Jail Bed
Days Consumed ($625,650) over the same amount of time. The estimated positive difference of $2,230 should be
included in the benefit amounts that are measurable, like the net reduction or saved of $248,793 in out-of-county
inmate housing expenses as compared to past historical need, usage and costs. Other quantifiable
measurements that can be collected but to date have not, would be the reduced daily costs of jail food, clothing
and linens costs that would have a daily average expense for each inmate jail bed day consumed. There is a true
food cost for 3 inmate meals per day and each jail bed day saved also reduces the cost of 3 meals per day. This
calculation has not been collected or considered. Not easily cost measurable are other program benefits
mentioned herein, namely Client Community Functioning, and the reduced costs of labor for Sheriff transport to
other counties, less fuel and maintenance costs for transport vehicles, plus the intangible benefits of reduced
victimization and crime. The amount of $251,023 in relation to inmate out-of-county housing, (cost avoidance of
$2,230 and cost saved of $248,793) is an economic value measurement that can be easily explained, supported
and defended in determining a positive cost benefit impact likely a result of the CARE program. In sum, it
appears the Winona County CARE program has provided both quantifiable and qualitative benefit to the county
community citizens, be it if they are a tax payer or a direct recipient of CARE.

2
Cost Avoidance v. Cost Savings: A “Cost Avoidance” is a cost the county did not have to pay. The terminology of “Cost Avoidance” is
used when it is not known if there is actual budgeted dollars that are not spent because of some type of action. “Cost Savings” is the impact
on a budgeted line item that realizes less spending than anticipated because of some action. Cost Avoidance is different than Cost
Savings, and because of this difference, it is a more accurate method to describe a potential impact on the budget. In this case, the Cost
Avoidance is in the daily housing costs associated with housing an inmate out of county. The staff and vehicle costs for transporting
inmates, as well as some other incidental expenses related to out-of-county housing have not been factored into the accounting for the cost
avoidance. Also, when an inmate is not serving time in the jail, the county is not paying for meal cost, medical, mental health, linen and
inmate clothing, water, and other costs known to incur when a person is incarcerated. These expenses are not factored into any method of
determining the Cost Avoidance or Cost Savings and Cost Benefit information provided.

.
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Client Community Functioning: Focusing exclusively on Cost Avoidance ignores the other tangible or
intangible benefits provided through CARE, both to the individual participants and the community as a
whole. As the client becomes more stable, they are more likely to be employed, in a healthy family or
parenting environment, responsible with managing finances, managing their emotional, mental or
physical health needs, and not engaged in the abusive use of drugs, alcohol or associating with
negative peers. Successfully terminated CARE Clients were re-assessed at the time of program
discharge and the following scoring results were achieved for 44 graduates:
The LSI-R was
administered
at
both intake and
discharge
for
program graduates.
The
assessment
results of the LSI-R
for all graduates
showed that 39 of
the 44 successful
clients discharged
experienced
a
reduced score on
the LSI-R.
The
lower the LSI-R
score the less likely
a person is to
reoffend.

The chart above is highly significant as the reduced LSI-R score is directly related to individual
success in meeting case management goals, and creating a more stable, responsible, and
community contributor as an ex-offender. The results of this validated assessment tool offers
evidence that CARE has an impact on participant behavior and successful individual reintegration.
Correctional programs come along only after a comprehensive plan has been developed to establish
the needs, the best responses to those needs, and a reasonable plan for design and operations of
the proposed program. CARE developed in this manner. A grant-funded pilot program allows for the
program to be tested, modified and adapted for ongoing operations. Winona County is currently
exploring options in the methods needed to continue the ongoing operations of CARE. While
nationally, there appears to be continued grant opportunities for Second Chance Act or Re-Entry or
Mentoring grant funds available, Winona will need to adapt the current program to best fit under these
potential outside resources, as part of long term sustainability planning. This recent examination of
the CARE program should be used by local stakeholders to consider both processes and outcomes
as the program adjusts to a new administrative oversight process. After considering both the
strengths and weaknesses of available and desired resources, strategies need to be developed and
incorporated with deleted, new, or expanded program elements being considered to help define the
vision for CARE’s future. CARE needs to be considered part and parcel of a bigger Winona County
vision to provide a continuum of correctional based services in the local Winona community. The
integration of new programs, such as Pre-Trial Release, Drug Court and CARE are examples of
programs that need planning support, to enhance or compound the benefits of provided services off
and onto each other. Tom Weber wishes to thank all of the individuals and agencies that participated
in this extraordinary effort. The effort and interest from those involved in this project exemplifies the
sincere and genuine concern that all have demonstrated for the local citizens and future generations
of Winona County.
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RECIDIVISM DATA OF ALL CARE CLIENTS
10/1/09 – 6/30/14
To track recidivism rates, we focused on incarceration days, convictions and bookings into jail/prison for each
participant, with the incarceration days being the most reliable measure of recidivism. To provide a fair
comparison, we tracked data for each client, backwards and forwards for the same length of time, starting with
the client CARE Admission date. For example, if a CARE Client had been enrolled in the program for six
quarters, we reported pre-CARE data for that client for the six quarters prior to that client’s CARE admission
date. For historical purposes, we also tracked pre-cutoff recidivism data—primarily to show whether the
individual had a long history of criminal involvement even prior to the time period that was used to calculate
the jail be days saved. Following is a table summarizing the data for the 144 CARE Participants, broken down
by those who successfully completed the program (Successful); those who did not complete the program but
received at least some CARE Services (Unsuccessful) and those who are still enrolled in the program:
INCARCERATION
DAYS
Successful
Current
Clients
Unsuccessful
Totals:
BOOKINGS
Successful
Current
Clients
Unsuccessful
Totals:
CONVICTIONS
Successful
Current
Clients
Unsuccessful
Totals:

7181

Pre-CARE
Time Limits
12231

Post CARE
Enrollment
3874

Days
Saved
8357

40

12671

4432

2604

1828

60
144

13515
33367

13392
30055

11064
17542

2328
12513

203

Pre-CARE
Time Limits
207

Post CARE
Enrollment
92

40

295

120

87

33

60
144

400
898

249
576

272
451

-23
125

283

Pre-CARE
Time Limits
116

Post CARE
Enrollment
54

40

302

66

20

46

60
144

396
981

150
332

118
192

32
140

# of
clients
44

# of
clients
44

# of
clients
44

Pre-Cutoff

Pre-Cutoff

Pre-Cutoff

Difference
115

Difference
62

*To calculate total pre-CARE data, add Pre-Cutoff to Pre-CARE. Post-CARE enrollment data includes data
from time from date of entry into CARE until June 30, 2014.
As expected, the best results were achieved in the population which actually completed the program—who had
a reduction in incarceration days from 12,231 days to 3,874, for a savings of 8,357 incarceration days. Overall
bookings post-CARE were about 1/3 of what they were for the same period of time pre-CARE (from 451 pre to
125 post). Convictions also decreased from 332 pre-CARE to 192 post-CARE. In fact, all categories of
participants had decreases in every area, except for an increase in bookings in unsuccessfully terminated clients.

Some notable statistics from the individual data include the following:
•

Of the 44 graduates, half of them did not spend a single day incarcerated following their graduation from
the program. Another 9 graduates spent 7 days or less incarcerated following their graduation from the
program.

•

The total pre-versus post incarceration days for CARE graduates was 19,412 (pre) to 3,874 (post).

•

Convictions for graduates fell from 116 to 54; bookings from 207 to 92.

•

One graduate had a total of 1243 incarceration days prior to starting CARE and was incarcerated only 27
days thereafter. Another graduate spent 1142 days incarcerated before CARE and zero days
incarcerated afterward.

•

Among the 40 current clients, 15 have spent zero days incarcerated since starting CARE. Another 9
have spent less than 10 days incarcerated since starting CARE.

•

Six of the current clients account for 1907 of the 2604 post-CARE entry incarceration days. Eliminating
those six clients from the totals would reduce the post-CARE entry jail bed days to 879 (compared to
3309 in pre-CARE JBD for the remaining 34 current clients). In other words, a handful of current
clients have consumed most of the post-CARE entry incarceration days.

•

One current client had 41 convictions prior to starting CARE and only 3 convictions afterwards.

•

Some of the clients who were considered unsuccessful, were categorized as unsuccessful only because
CARE could not reach them after a period of time. In reviewing the data, it appears as though these
clients, having successfully rehabilitated, decided that they did not need CARE’s assistance and did not
respond to CARE inquiries. However, based upon the collected data, these individuals could well have
been counted as successful terminations, because, of the participants considered unsuccessful,
o 8 had no incarceration days after entering the CARE Program
o Another 5 had 10 days or fewer of incarceration days after entering the program
o An additional 6 participants had 25 days or less of incarceration days after entering the program.

•

The unsuccessful clients spent a total of 26907 days incarcerated prior to CARE involvement, which
was reduced to 11064 following CARE involvement.

•

Several of the participants were long-time juvenile offenders, whose pre-CARE incarceration days were
minimal, due to the fact that juveniles cannot be “incarcerated.” Thus, the pre-versus post CARE
involvement (comparing the same time period pre-CARE versus post-CARE) does not yield as
significant of a differential in totals as older participants.

•

Overall, the CARE program has produced a significant reduction in recidivism for graduates and a
measurable reduction in recidivism for all program participants.

Jail and Jail Alternatives Meeting
Winona County Criminal Justice Coordinating Council
August 26, 2014
Noon at Kensington Banquet Room
Present: Erin Stephens, Kalene Engel, Justin Green, Steve Buswell, Jerry Obieglo, Judy Gilow, Barbara Huning, Latrisha
Green
 Call to order: 12:10 p.m.
 Approval of Minutes from June Meeting: Approved without changes.
 CARE Update: As of August 8, 2014, the CARE Office is co-located with the Drug Court Program in the
County Office Building. Evaluator Tom Weber provided a draft of the 50+ page CARE Evaluation Report for
review/proofing of statistics by CARE Staff. We have not received word on the CARE Grant Application yet. A
case management teaming of drug court clients was held last week which involving CARE, Drug Court, DOC and
law enforcement. Staff members intend to take more of a team approach to case management. Suggestions for
improving the CARE Program continue to be solicited at CARE Team Meetings.
 Chemical Dependency Treatment Workgroup: In response to concerns by a defense attorney about the
difficulty of an inmate obtaining access to chemical dependency treatment while incarcerated, Jerry Obieglo
formed a workgroup to discuss and streamline the process. The workgroup included representatives from
prosecution, defense, Community Services and the jail and developed both a flowchart (showing the process for
inmates with and without insurance) and a list of contact numbers. The group is meeting again this week and the
final flowchart and contact list will be forwarded to all committee members.
 Healthcare Coverage for Incarcerated Individuals: Karen Moore sent a request to the Department of Human
Services for policy guidance on whether the state’s definition of “incarceration” has been revised to exclude
inmates that have not yet been convicted (which would be consistent with federal law). Steve Buswell circulated
an e-mail to the Minnesota Sheriff’s Association group to find out how other jails are interpreting/handling the
eligibility questions but did not receive feedback. Steve also talked to Sen. Jeremy Miller about issues involving
health insurance costs for inmates to determine whether there would be legislative support for reviewing the
current statutes on cost responsibility. Barbara Huning checked on whether there was a 30-day grace period for
eligibility and found out that there is not.

 Transitional Housing: The Minnesota Department of Human Services has been engaged in reform efforts
regarding Group Residential Housing and Minnesota Supplemental Aid Housing Assistance. As part of those
efforts, DHS has hosted several outreach events throughout the state seeking input on how to reform those
projects. Our committee provided input by way of a slightly revised version of the Transitional Housing “White
Paper” that Latrisha compiled for the Elected Official Outreach Forum in January. The submission of that
document to the reform coordinator, Julie Welles-Ayres, prompted several e-mails and a telephone conversation
between her and Justin Green. Attached is a summary of Justin’s conversation with Ms. Ayres. The key
takeaway is that addiction and mental illness are disabilities that can prevent a person from working . . . and that
can qualify someone for GRH. Committee members also watched an excerpt of video recording by Ms. Ayres
which discussed the current state of housing aids as well as the proposed reforms:

http://knowledgenow.dhs.mn.gov/replay/showRecordingExternal.html?key=dpKZ3Lmq2NsqLSn
Attached is a written summary of the draft recommendations. After discussing options for next steps,
the committee agreed that Latrisha (the chair of the Transitional Housing Workgroup) should meet with
Karen Bunkowski to plan next steps, which might possibly include a visit or conversation with Kristine
Davis, State Policy Advisor for GRH.
 Strategic Planning: Committee members reviewed progress made on the 2013-2014 Strategic Planning
Goals and desired goals for the ensuring year, as follows:
o CARE Program Oversight & Sustainability: The committee has received regular monthly
updates on CARE, supported the submission of a grant application and reviewed outcomes.

o
o
o
o

o

Whether grant funding is received or not, the committee will continue to provide oversight and
advocate for sustainability.
Transitional Housing: See above review of progress. This will remain as a goal for next year.
Implement Pretrial Services: A Pretrial Smart Justice grant application was submitted and is
pending. Thus, this will remain as a goal for next year.
Special Releases from Jail Issues: See above discussion. This will remain as a goal for next year
as these issues periodically arise
Process Flow Evaluation: This was not completed, primarily due to the fact that the LETG
software implementation occurred which affected some of the workflow. Since the pretrial
services program will involve a review of the workflow, this goal will be incorporated under
pretrial services.
Inmate Health Insurance: Since the committee has already started working on this issue, it will
be added as a goal for 2014-15.

 Next Meeting: September 23, 2014 at noon at the Kensington.
Adjourned: 1:05 p.m.

I talked to Julia Welle Ayres, Olmstead Plan Housing Reform Project Manager, Community
Living Supports, Economic Assistance and Employment Supports Division, Minnesota
Department of Human Services
Julia was the state official who invited us to attend the hearings/meetings on housing. When I
told her that no one could make the scheduled events and asked if we could submit a written
statement, she said certainly. I sent her a minimally revised version of what Latrisha prepared
for the public officials forum in January, after the Council had approved the text. When she had
read it, Julia called and asked questions about what we want to accomplish. I told her that our
challenge was affordable housing for people leaving custody, a place where they could address
their disabilities and other problems and get help in finding a job. We then corresponded via
email and she referred me to a document on GRH. Essentially, she told me that what we want to
do is within the GRH statute and regulations, and that the department is trying to move even
closer to what we want. We had a detailed conversation today, August 20; here is the summary.
In order to qualify for GRH, the person must have a disability that keeps the person from earning
a minimum living and that disability must be certified by a medical professional. A felony is not
a disability. Addiction and/or mental illness are disabilities that can prevent a person from
working or reduce their income, but only if certified by a medical professional. In a previous
conversation she said that a qualified professional in the jail could certify to the disability. The
criterion is the person’s qualifications, not where employed or located.
If a person comes out of jail, is not employed, a medical professional certifies that the inmate is
disabled, and the disability is preventing the person from earning as much as GRH would pay,
then the person can claim GRH. If the person gets a part time job, the person does not
automatically lose eligibility for GRH. The first $50 plus the cost of transportation to the job can
be kept without affecting GRH eligibility. Then, the person can save up to $500 a month up to a
maximum of $2,000 and that money also does not affect GRH eligibility. Only when the person
is earning more money than GRH pays for room and board does the person become ineligible.
The fact of employment does not disqualify a GRH recipient, the end of the disability or earning
at least as much as the GRH payment disqualifies a recipient.
We did some very quick calculations on the phone. GRH is about $876 a month, I think there is
some relatively small variation across counties. A job at $7.50 an hour for 160 hours a month –
full time – results in $1,200 a month. I don’t know whether it is gross income or after tax
income that counts, I think it is gross but I didn’t think to ask. So, a person can work about .67
FTE at that rate of pay and still qualify for GRH and in the process get $50 for pocket use and
$500 in savings every month up to $2,000.
Julia told me that if she had been able to come to our meeting on the 26th, most of what she
would have said at the meeting is in the links that she sent me yesterday. As I read the documents
to which she provided links, what she told me today is consistent with the documents.

Housing and Supportive Services for People with Disabilities and Older Adults
MN DHS’s Group Residential Housing and MN Supplemental Aid Housing Assistance Reform
DRAFT Recommendations (8/13/14)
Big Picture Restructure
1. Provide Housing Assistance for people to live where they want: Assistance to pay rent/mortgage
and utilities in unlicensed housing where a tenant has a lease or mortgage and is responsible for
their own meals. Monthly benefit structured like rental assistance paid to person or to
landlord/mortgage/utility, plus a personal needs allowance.
2. Make services available to people who need them where they want to live: Housing Stability
Services will be tied to the person, not to the setting. People with a history of housing instability
who demonstrate a functional need can receive Housing Stability Services. Services include inreach/outreach, tenancy supports, employment supports and basic supportive services.
3. Assure quality of GRH, Housing Assistance and Housing Stability Services: Provide a standardized
GRH Agreement, room and board specifications and monitoring checklist, allow the State to
terminate GRH Agreements, and require Habitability Inspections for Housing Assistance.
Enhancements to Support Restructure
1. Increase work incentives and simplify benefits: Reduce reporting requirements and base benefits
on projected income for six months instead of actual income. Benefit amount changes if income
decreases or exceeds eligibility criteria during reporting period, but not if income increases.
2. Preserve GRH, Housing Assistance and Housing Stability Services for individuals with disabling
conditions: Clarify bases of eligibility and who can verify eligibility, and overhaul Service
Authorizations.
3. Create GRH and Housing Stability Services provider qualifications: Require basic age, education
and/or experience, background checks and training of all staff, and active license/registration for
agencies. Use DHS’s Provider Enrollment tool to approve and pay service providers.
4. Clarify payment methods: Housing Stability Providers will be post-paid per diem rates upon
monthly billing. All payments will not be contingent on Household Report Forms.
5. Fund the essential site-based services for GRH settings: Offer a fixed-rate, site-based Housing
Stability Services package to certain GRH Providers for staffing a front-desk, 24/7 supervision and
medication storage. Certain sites will be eligible for an Enhanced Rate for Health Supervision.
6. Increase access to GRH and Housing Stability Services: Create a centralized database of County
Contacts, GRH settings, characteristics and openings, and Housing Stability Services Providers.
7. Preserve and better support emergency shelters and crisis settings: Shift current shelter/crisis
funding to a grant program; or create alternate eligibility requirements and rate structures for
shelter/crisis settings.

Housing and Supportive Services for People with Disabilities and Older Adults
MN DHS’s Group Residential Housing and MN Supplemental Aid Housing Assistance Reform
DRAFT Recommendations (7/30/14)

Reform Framework
Group Residential Housing
Housing Assistance
Funding for people living in
Funding for people living in housing
licensed or registered settings where they responsible for their own
which provide meals.
meals and they have an individual
lease.
Quality Assurance

Housing Stability Services
Flexible services not covered under
Medicaid which are available in any
setting. Services help to access and
maintain housing.

Proposed Implementation Timeline

Phase I (2015)

Phase 2 (2016)

Phase 3 (2017)

•Supportive Housing for
LTH: replace registration
with Habitability
Inspections; shelter-stay
with LTH proof
•Standardized GRH
Agreement and Service
Authorization
•Provider Qualifications and
enrollment
•Quality Assurance
•GRH Room and Board
•Individual Eligibility
•Payment Methods
•SSI work incentives for all
cash programs (approved
2014)

•Housing Assistance
•Allow GRH recipients and
people in institutions to
receive services upon exit
into community
•Qualified service providers
enrolled and bill using
MMIS
•6-month prospective
budgeting
•$10,000 asset limit for all
cash programs (approved
2014)
•Overpayments automated

•Housing Stability Services'
new definitions and rates
•World peace

To comment on these Recommendations, please visit https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/QZNPN79

Jail and Jail Alternatives Meeting
Winona County Criminal Justice Coordinating Council
September 25, 2014
Noon at Kensington Banquet Room
Present: Lisa Gernand, Kalene Engel, Justin Green, Judy Gilow, Latrisha Green, Karen Bunkowski, Matt Hudson, Amy
Moe
 Call to order: 12:05 p.m.
 Approval of Minutes from June Meeting: Approved without changes.
 CARE Update: CARE is currently operational under County funding, pending acceptance of the new grant
funding awarded by the Office of Justice Programs. The new award is in the amount of $200,000 for a two year
period and should come before the County Board for consideration in early October. The transition of the CARE
Office to the Drug Court office of County Office Building has gone smoothly and resulted in increased
opportunities for collaboration and a coordinated delivery of services. An example of this is the weekly team
staffing which are being held to discuss Drug Court clients and which includes the coordinators from Drug Court
and CARE, probation and a representative from law enforcement. CARE and Drug Court have also developed a
new referral process which has resulted in improved client compliance. Until the new grant is approved, Latrisha
is focusing her efforts on the existing 31 clients. Kalene has been in discussions with Mary Stoos of Southern
Regional Legal Services regarding the possibility of establishing pro se clinics to assist eligible individuals with
establishing parenting time. Both CARE and Drug Court have confirmed that such a service is needed and would
fill a gap in services.
 Transitional Housing Update: The Minnesota Department of Human Services is in the process of revamping
GRH (Group Residential Housing) and other housing and services options. These reforms will result in increased
housing options for criminal justice involved individuals, an unbundling of services from housing and a
clarification of the GRH qualification process. As part of the reform effort, the JJA did provide input to state
officials. At this point, there is probably nothing for the Transitional Housing Workgroup to do other than await
the implementation of the changes. Meanwhile, there is over $20,000 built into the new CARE Grant for housing.
 Healthcare Coverage for Incarcerated Individuals: We have not yet heard back from the state regarding our
request for policy clarification on the state policy regarding termination of health care coverage for incarcerated
individuals. Because this issue may require legislative action, it was recommended that this issue be referred to
the Community Outreach and Diversity Committee for inclusion in its list of topics to be addressed by lawmakers
for the Legislative Outreach Event in January.
 Chemical Dependency Treatment Workgroup: The workgroup convened by Jerry Obieglo to map the process
that should be followed when an inmate desires chemical dependency treatment has completed its work. Please
see the attached flowchart and reference guide. This flowchart has already proved helpful to jail staff, inmates
and defense attorneys in clarifying and expediting the process.
 Other: The grant application for the 21 bed mental health supportive housing unit (Hiawatha Bluffs) is still
pending. The facility would be located near Video Vision, would provide mental health case management, would
be staffed 24/7 and would house individuals who have been diagnosed with a serious and persistent mental
illness. Word on the application should be received by mid- to late-October.

 Next Meeting: October 23, 2014 at noon at the Kensington.
Adjourned: 12:37 p.m.

Jail and Jail Alternatives Meeting
Winona County Criminal Justice Coordinating Council
October 23, 2014
Noon at Kensington Banquet Room
Present: Kalene Engel, Justin Green, Judy Gilow, Latrisha Green, Amy Moe, Erin Stephens
 Call to order: 12:05 p.m.
 Approval of Minutes from September Meeting: Approved without changes.
 CARE Update: The County Board will consider acceptance of the new CARE Grant award at its October 28,
2014 meeting. It was scheduled for the October 14, 2014 meeting, but was postponed so that more grant details
could be gathered and provided to the board. The new grant expands the scope of the program and provides for
early and more expansive screening of inmates for chemical dependency and mental illness. Even inmates who
have not been convicted will qualify for such screening, as well as for referrals to other services. The grant funds
are allocated primarily to staff and program expenses, plus the required evaluation expenses. At present, Latrisha
is maintaining the status quo until the Board decides whether to accept the grant. If the new grant is accepted,
recidivism statistics will be compiled beginning with the starting date of the grant: November 1, 2014.
 Transitional Housing Update: The Community Outreach and Diversity Committee will be hosting another
Legislative Outreach Event on January 10, 2015. As it did last year, the Committee would like to highlight
several issues important to the work of the CJCC for the legislators to consider. Like last year, one of those issues
will be transitional housing. Latrisha authored the white paper distributed at last years’ event and agreed to
update the paper for the 2015 event.
 Healthcare Coverage for Incarcerated Individuals: Once again, we have not yet heard back from the state
regarding our request for clarification of state policy regarding termination of health care coverage for
incarcerated individuals. The Community Outreach and Diversity Committee agreed to include this issue as one
of the issues to be highlighted at the Legislative Outreach. Justin will write the white paper for this issue.
 Chemical Dependency Treatment Workgroup: The workgroup convened by Jerry Obieglo to map the process
encountered a glitch in the process with respect to medication. The issue is that Rule 25 funding will cover
treatment but not medication. Many facilities require that the patient have insurance in place (or at least an
application pending) before accepting them for treatment. Jerry is working with IT to enable MNSURE
applications to be processed on the inmate computers. Without insurance in place, the jail would technically be
required to pay for medications for people on furloughs.
 Pretrial Services Program: The Bureau of Justice Assistance recently notified us that we did not receive the
pretrial program development grant. The BJA indicated that the proposal had a lot of strengths, but a major
weakness was the lack of a data management system and allocation of significant grant funds for data
collection/management. Additionally, the County Board recently decided to eliminate the position of CSI
Supervisor and Pretrial Supervisor from the 2015 budget. Finally, Court Administration is in the process of
making some significant changes to many court processes, including first appearance procedures. All of those
things will make it very difficult to move forward with the development of a pretrial program at this time.
Therefore, we put this issue on hold while searching for other funding or other opportunities.

 Next Meeting: December 4, 2014 at noon at the Kensington. No meeting in November.
Adjourned: 12:45 p.m.

Winona County Criminal Justice Coordinating Council
Jail & Jail Alternatives Committee
November, 2014
The Jail & Jail Alternatives Committee will hold its November/December meeting on December
4, 2014 at noon at the Kensington Banquet Room. Thus, there are no minutes for a November
meeting.

Jail and Jail Alternatives Meeting
Winona County Criminal Justice Coordinating Council
December 4, 2014
Noon at Kensington Banquet Room
Present: Kalene Engel, Justin Green, Judy Gilow, Latrisha Green, Erin Stephens, Amy Moe
 Call to order: 12:05 p.m.
 Approval of Minutes from October 23, 2014 Meeting: Approved without changes.
 CARE Update: CARE was recently featured in a front page article in the Winona Daily News. The
client featured was a new client to CARE; the article was accurate and complimentary. The grant was
accepted by the County Board and all necessary paperwork has been signed and submitted. The Policy
and Procedure Manual needs to be updated to incorporate the dual-diagnosis screening via the Gain-SS
Tool. At the start of the new grant period (November 1st), there were 25 participants. Kalene and
Latrisha will be attending an orientation meeting for new grantees on December 11th. As part of the
orientation, the two will give a 30 minute presentation on the CARE Program. A site visit by the Office
of Justice Programs will occur on December 16th
 Transitional Housing Update: Latrisha is updating the Transitional Housing white paper for the
upcoming Elected Official’s Forum. Although some progress was made this past year, there are three
basic issues:
1. Lack of tangible housing options: The current GRH reform addresses this issue because it
will provide access to more facilities to house folks who are qualified to receive GRH. By
unbundling housing from services, more housing opportunities will emerge.
2. Non-GRH eligible individuals: the basic qualifications for GRH remain unchanged. If the
person is not “unable to work due to disability,” they do not qualify for GRH in Winona
County.
3. Lack of “gap” housing: there are no immediate placement options for those people who are
able to work but are just exiting jail and have not yet secured employment . . . or those who
are waiting to be qualified as disabled so they can receive GRH. Latrisha would like to see
this issue addressed by having any gap funding tied to case management. This could possibly
extend to providing state funding for those counties who have re-entry programs or similar
case management for those who are transitioning from jail/prison to the community. Such
funding would also assist in the institutionalization of re-entry programs, as counties would
have a greater incentive to maintain re-entry services.
 Healthcare Coverage for Incarcerated Individuals: We finally received an answer from the state
regarding our policy question, as follows:
Question:
Basically . . . if someone is in a facility and are considered incarcerated by they
have not been convicted are they actually considered incarcerated
Answer:
***Incident Resolution: A. Policy for MA/CHIP:

A person is incarcerated if residing in a correctional facility involuntarily, whether detained after
arrest, awaiting trial on chargers, or serving a sentence. (Includes MinnesotaCare until 1/1/15).
B. Policy for MinnesotaCare, APTC or QHP effective 1/1/15
A person is incarcerated only if convicted of a crime and serving a sentence in a correctional
facility while awaiting disposition.
Committee members engaged in a discussion about both the existing and future policy. Many jail inmates
would qualify financially for straight Medical Assistance, which is the most comprehensive and least
expensive (no cost) for the inmate. A question was raised as to whether the County could reduce liability
and health cost exposure by enrolling pre-conviction jail inmates in Minnesota Care. According to jail
population reports, approximately 75% of the Winona County jail inmates are pre-conviction. In
California, when jailers met with resistance from inmates who did not want to apply for insurance, they
lobbied for a new law that allowed them (jailers) to complete the applications for the inmates. A second
issue that also arises is what kind of coverage is available for a person who has been convicted and is
leaving jail after serving his or her sentence. Jerry Obieglo is working with IT on a way to allow these
individuals to apply for health coverage while in jail. A third issue that often arises is chemical
dependency treatment costs incurred while the person is incarcerated but on a furlough. CCDTF funding
pays these costs for those who qualify; however, post-treatment medication costs are not covered. Justin
will follow up on some of these issues as he puts together a white paper on this issue for the Elected
Officials Forum.’
 Pretrial Services Program: Since the County Board has eliminated the funding for any pretrial
program-specific positions, the Pretrial Services Workgroup will have to rethink the original program
design. Kalene, Latrisha and Samantha Carter met with Bruce Wemette of Camsystems on November 18,
2014 to discuss possible options for monitoring. Bruce will be pulling together some outcome data on the
Camsystems devices for further analysis. Although it is not possible to add new positions for a pretrial
services program, it may be possible to add some structure and organization to the existing system.

 Next Meeting: January 22, 2015 at noon at the Kensington.
Adjourned: 12:45 p.m.

